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Amir Nave's exhibition in the gallery's project room provides further encounter with the 

artists' works, displayed in various museums and galleries in the past seven years. It seems 

that each one of Nave's exhibitions exposes a different side of him, this without taking from 

his very distinguished line showing in his works from the very beginning. 

 

Facing Nave's new works, the viewer might recognize the abundance of figures (or the many 

variations made on the same figure), specifically the many faces, looking out from his loose 

and spontaneous drawings. It is no surprise that Nave is most comfortable with immediate 

drawing on paper. His spirit and his art together form a sense of restrained energy. 

"Restrained" – not because he is holding back, but more due to the combination of intensity 

and confidence in the natural rhythm of things, which he possesses. These elements all 

come together in a creative process that is hectic yet harmonic, forceful, but not frantic.  

 

Time is a key element repeating in Nave's artistic language, a fact that becomes apparent 

when thoroughly investigating his new works. Like the act of photography, but light years 

away from it, Nave's ongoing painting (he usually creates several works at a time and groups 

them together) freezes certain situations in time, by capturing them instantly. The result is 

like documenting a mindset, conscious or sub-conscious moments. The organic transfer from 

his body to the paper allows this, like recording a dream – a group of lines that are capable 

of immediately and constantly bringing up a specific emotional state. For the viewer, this is 

an opportunity to share this moment with him, and also to create a new one.  

 

The careful selection of works and their positioning in the space join the list of elements 

carrying Nave's unique signature. Entering the intimate room is like meeting him, and even 

when his works are lined up on the wall (for him, this is his "cleanest" exhibition so far), 

something about them grabs the viewer by the throat.   


